Symptoms of Evolution

I have been watching one thought at a time being transmutted in to a purity of thought that won't allow me to look backward. This has been going on for two years, but there is a big difference now. Now, I see the thought coming and transmute it before it reaches me. I remember stages when the thoughts came as very bad nightmares and I would get fear and panic attacks early in the morning that were almost unbearable.

What you are seeing and experiencing is so exactly on time and in synch with the entire Cosmos The frequencies have risen so much that our consciousness can truly align in oneness with our Aquafarian family.

I used to get so very tired at night because I was traveling many universes away to meet my friends. Now, we are on the same frequency channel and there is no movement needed to be where they are.

I finally have energy in the morning, even after I spent all night talking with my Omniversal Team about all of the changes that we are going through.

The fact that the music is sounding louder each time is because your communication channels in your crystal cell neuronet system to your higher selves and to the Omniversal Consciousness Team has been activated. The more you listen, the more you will be able to communicate directly with your Omniversal Consciousness. This level of frequency alignment will awaken you to a much higher discernment and awareness of those communicating through frequency channels.

For young Rainbow and Crystal Children, the frequencies will be very normalizing for him or her, because he or she was communicating directly with Omniversal Consciousness before he/she came to Earth

If you listen very carefully to the fine etheric nature of the breaths in the recordings, you will feel a resonance that is so pure. This breath of your pure, Aquafarian nature is the essence of your true fiber of consciousness. I practiced for twenty years listening and recording my breath until I could feel this resonance within myself. My Ascension Team has given me ongoing directions of doing this and has told me that when my regular speaking voice becomes as fine and pure as these breaths, that is when my consciousness has ascended.

So, what those who now have their Individualized Immortality CDs are being trained to do here is to listen to the frequencies and try to imitate them with your own breath, and to try to feel the magical cosmic essence of the breaths within yourself.

The frequencies that you have now are YOUR FREQUENCIES given to me from Omniversal Consciousness. Evolution to the level of replicating those frequencies will allow your true Ascension into Oneness.

How is the Individual ETERNAL LIFE Album created?
The sound is guided by the light into the alignment of the Divine Template. As sound lines up on the key frequency signatures of the body and the light bodies and hova bodies, the physical structure becomes a part of the Whole Structure of the Real Body. The Real Body includes the area of one foot around the body and three feet around the body. The Merkaba Body expands out to a 24-26 foot area around the body. The Consciousness Body can even expand into an area the size of a football field.

Most humans have always been focused within the physical template. Most spiritual teachings
that focused on yoga and chakra meditations have always been limited to the spaces within the body. The teachings were always based on 7 or 8 chakras.

This new technology of re-creating the light body of sound into alignment with the Spiritual Structure of the Divine Template streams the frequencies of the Individual's five bodies from the Earth, Solar, Galactic, Universal and Cosmic Spheres into alignment with each of these dimensions in Consciousness to restructure and realign the Consciousness through the actual inward feeling attaching to the outward feeling of the frequencies. These frequencies create the actual universe and cosmos that the body lives within in REALITY.

We have been cut-off from three quarters of our REAL SELF. This body is only a third dimensional hologram that represents only our present limited understanding of who we are. We are in reality able to live in several dimensions at the same time depending on where we place our consciousness.

The Individual Immortality Album is created with a technology that is able to place the frequencies of that individual's consciousness in all of its dimensional resonances into the exact areas that realign the template into the Divine Template that man was created within.

Visit Cosmic Dolphin Magic at:
http://cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com/?xg_source=mg_mes_network